Non-mechanistic modelling of complex biofilm reactors and the role of process operation history.
Using the example of a membrane-supported biofilm reactor for industrial effluent treatment, different non-mechanistic approaches for the modelling of complex bioprocesses are presented and evaluated. The models were obtained employing feedforward artificial neural network analysis for the association of process operation with process performance. Three modelling approaches are discussed, i.e. autonomous static (AS) modelling, non-autonomous static (NAS) modelling, as well as a novel approach termed dynamic modelling with embedding of artificial neural network inputs. They are compared with regard to their ability to infer process performance for two different pollutant case studies, employing 1,2-dichloroethane and 3-chloro-4-methylaniline, respectively. The suitability of the different approaches was found to be strongly dependent on process configuration. Especially in configurations where lag times are apparent, the dynamic modelling approach was found to be superior, and process performance prediction was found to be strongly dependent on the history of process operation.